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Third day eighth session started with general
speaker list to Germany’s speech followed by
Spain , Greece , Iceland. All countries
mentioned that They should work on second
Motion that
possible
communique.
additions to the
communique

France , Germany and Greece summarized
their ideas.
Iceland give unmoderated caucus for
communique. Delegates started to write second
communique. After the time was up Spain
gave
Motion
to
unmoderated
a motion to detail the communique. Spain
, for
caucus
communique
France , Latvia , Greece stated their opinions.
Delegates finished to writing second
communique. In general speaker list speeches
France , Norway , Germany, Greece , Canada ,
Iceland suggested to start third agenda item
which is solving NATO’s arctic debade. Before
that communique was readed and voted. All
delegates in conference accept the
communique. Second comunique was passed ,
Germany thanked to all delegates. General
Motion to discuss
speeches continued with third agendatheitem.
ways to solve
the arctic debade
Countries thought arctic region is very peacefully
important and NATO has good position ; also

Iceland mentioned some areas like Canada ,
Denmark , Russia have economic and strategic
power on this topic.
Delegates adverted dividing progress , rational
wastes in arctic sea , climate change , Russia’s
precaution
Russia
location , taking precautions.
s
ambition

“Clear communication is very important , not
necessary to NATO speak any negative
Better
communicatio
effects.”.
n!

Spain mentioned that resource should beNATO
used
has
powerfull
without any harmful effect. Greece stated
military alliance
Russia program is harmfull to environment.

Canada , Montenegro , Greeece , Spain made
general speech. France gave a motion to
discuss possible solution for arctic debate. The
thoughts of the countries are in the direction of
cooperation. Greece thinks to need diplomatic
solution not military. When France spoke in
general speaker list suggested to write
communique. There was crisis!

President Vladimir Putin reveals military
ambitions

All of the delegates was against to Russia and
support the Norway. Norway indicated article
five and said “Attack all of NATO , not just
Norway.”.
Prepare
military

Germany gave a motion to discuss what topics
should be mentioned in the final communique.
Motion to unmoderated
caucus to write
Delegates outlined to their idea.
communique

After the finish to writing third communique
delegates congrulated and thanked to each
other. Communique was voted and accepted by
all delegates. Then third communique was
passed too. And meeting was adjourned!
After a little break Closing ceremony is started.
Speakers started to presentations . Academic
Director Saadet Roach gave her meaningfull
speech. Next there was a video by Anıl İpekçi.
Our Director General Elif Bahar Bülbül gave
her speech. After that all committees’ chairs ,
vice chair made a little speech and gave the
countries’ awards.In our committee , Spain and
Norway gave honorable award ; Greece and
france gave outstanding award . Best
delegation award went to Germany! Then

LAST DAY INTERVIEWS
France , represent by Başer Gürsoy:
Question1:How many MUN experience do you
have?
Answer1:I have 12 experience in MUN.
Question2:Did you ever think you would use the
tricks and trades of MUN in real life? And if so,
in what ways are you finding yourself doing so?
Answer2:Yes, especially in regards to public
speaking, since I started joining MUNs I found
myself to be more comfortable in front of
crowds. I feel that I’m now, a much better
speaker, in general.
Question3:What do think we can do to improve
NAMUN?
Answer3:1) The gossip box is slow and crashed
often. I suggest using a better app.
2) Even though it wasn’t exactly the case in
NATO, but especially with last year’s NAMUN,
perhaps there are too many participants in
committees.
Question4:Do you recommend current high
school students to participate in MUN?
Answer4:Yes, of course.

